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Oak Grove is dramatically situated on a rural casually landscaped fifty-acre tract that is 
dotted with majestic moss-draped cedars. Located adjacent to Christ Episcopal Church, a 
regionally significant Gothic Revival structure built in 1858 on a prominent lot at the 
intersection of the Pine Ridge and Washington roads, the house and church form the center 
of the tiny rural community of Church Hill. Incorporating an earlier two-story frame 
house with a double-tiered inset gallery and stylistically dating from the late 1820s, 
the present structure is a handsomely proportioned and richly detailed dwelling that 
reflects both late Federal and Greek Revival design preferences. The five-bay facade, or 
eastern elevation, is sheltered by a double-tiered inset gallery set with Tuscan columns 
and a robustly turned balustrade. Surrounding the distinctive eight-panel central 
entrance door is an extremely elegant Grecian frontispiece with freestanding Doric columns 
and engaged columns carrying a broken entablature. A transom with a typical Grecian 
muntin arrangement is set in a paneled jamb above the entablature, and the entire .composi 
tion is surrounded by a molded backhand. A similar but less elaborate frontispiece is 
used on the second level.

The northern and southern end elevations of the double-pile house feature a broken gable- 
roof profile and twin exterior end chimneys with single-stepped shoulders, strongly recal 
ling the building tradition of the original family's native Tidewater Maryland. A 
two-story chimney-pent links the chimneys on the northern end.

The rear, or western, elevation presents the clearest evidence of the growth of the house, 
since the original double-tiered gallery is balanced by an ingenious mock gallery that 
attempts to treat the larger, later addition as an extension of the gallery, thus keeping 
the mass of the house somewhat symmetrical. Louvered blinds, alternated with twelve-over- 
twelve light windows on the first level, serve as the sheathing of the addition. The 
central bay on the first level has been enclosed with a simple tripartite frontispiece 
and an additional pair of blinds. Fenestration in the northern original portion of the 
elevation is asymmetrical in both size and placement.

A diminutive hip-roofed structure believed to have once been a separate outbuilding is 
now attached to the north side of the house by a small clapboarded hyphen connecting to 
the chimney-pent. The central entrance of the three-bay facade features a pilastered 
frontispiece with a Greek meander. An exterior end chimney is centered on the northern 
wall, replacing an earlier window.

The interior of the central-hall double-pile main dwelling offers an interesting combina 
tion of elegant and sophisticated detailing in both the Federal and Greek Revival modes. 
Although extensively "updated" with Greek Revival woodwork when the house was enlarged, 
the rooms in the original, or northern, section of the house retain their handsome 
elaborately carved Adamesque mantels, with that in the northwest room preserving its 
imitation granite paint treatment.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Located in the "Maryland Settlement" area of rural Jefferson County at the tiny hamlet of 
Church Hill (named for the first Episcopal congregation in the state), Oak Grove stands 
as one of the most complete and distinctive country residences in southwestern Mississippi. 
It was built in two stages (the first of which was executed ca. 1828-30) for Jane Wood 
Payne (1807-1877) and her husband, James Payne (1807-1853), on land purchased in 1812 
(Deed Book Cl: 15) by the locally prominent Wood family, who emigrated to Mississippi from 
Maryland in 1811. The house has as its nucleus a two-story vernacular dwelling featuring 
a .side-hall plan, enclosed staircase, superb carved Adamesque mantels that rank among the 
finest in the state, and regionally unique exterior end chimneys linked by a chimney-pent. 
Prior to James Payne 1 s death in 1853, the house was enlarged and extensively remodelled 
with varied and richly detailed plasterwork and woodwork in the prevailing Greek Revival 
style. Owned by three generations of the Wood family until purchased by the present owner 
in 1973 (Deed Book 5R:264), the house stands in a remarkably complete state of preservation 
which includes original door hardware, paint colors, and grained woodwork.

Colonel James Gillam Wood (1770-1845) was one of the earliest residents of the "Maryland 
Settlement" and a successful planter with extensive land holdings. He became something 
of the patriarchal head of the "refined, wealthy and populous community" (Natchez Courier, 
June 18, 1845), building four of its major houses for himself and his children. Wood f s 
impressive residence, Auburn Hall, was completely destroyed by a tornado in 1908, but 
the Cedars, Woodland, and Oak Grove survive, with Oak Grove being the most architectonic. 
(Statement, Rosa Johnston Miller, October 3, 1932).

Initially set on a 110-acre tract (Probate Book C:621), the property passed from Jane Wood 
Payne to her daugher Maria Louisa Payne Shields, who in turn willed it to her daughter Lula 
Shields (1866-1967), who resided in the house for 101 years. The present owner purchased 
the house and fifty acres from the heirs in 1973 and effected an exemplary restoration of 
the house and the two remaining outbuildings.

(See revised paragraph #3, Amendment, Statement of Significance on Continuation Sheet 
2, page 2.)
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VERBAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION

A nearly 50 acre tract of land lying south of the Christ Church property at the intersection 
of Pine Ridge and Washington roads. Fronts approximately 375 meters on Washington Road on
the east. 9QQ meters on Pine Ridge Road on the west, and on the south by a diagonal line 
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7 - DESCRIPTION

The graciously proportioned central hall is elaborately embellished with a plaster cornice 
featuring egg and dart and rinceau foliated bands. The distinctive hall frontispiece is 
flanked by shallow closets, the upper doors of which are glazed with the same hollow- 
corner lights as the side lights. The double parlors in the southern addition are 
individually detailed in the chaste Grecian fashion. The front, or southeast, parlor is 
adorned with the same plaster cornice utilized in the central hall; a foliated centerpiece 
identical to the one found in the central hall of the ca. 1834 Presbyterian Manse in 
nearby Natchez; and full-length splayed paneled jambs surrounding the twelve-over-twelve 
light windows and corresponding spandrels. The rear, or southwest, parlor has as its 
focal points a handsome Renaissance Revival centerpiece and ingenious paneled shutters set 
between the windows. Both parlors have variegated marble post-and-lintel Grecian mantels. 
Various patterns of Greek Revival architraves with endblocks are used throughout the first 
level, and two enclosed staircases, one rising from the northwest chamber in the original 
section and the other from the now enclosed rear gallery, service the second level. Much 
simpler in detailing, the upper floor plan echoes that of the first excepting the central 
hall, which is divided into two rooms.

A small gable-roofed three-bay school house and a two-bay quarter with an inset gallery are 
located to the northwest of the main house.

10 - GEOGRAPHICAL DATA

connecting the southermost point of the two road frontages, and fully described in 
Jefferson County Deed Book 5R:264.
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Oak Grove

#8. Statement of Significance. (Revised paragraph #3). Amendment.

The property passed from Jane Wood Payne to her daughter Maria Louisa Payne Shields, 
who in turn willed it to her daughter Lula Shields (1886-1967), who resided in the 
house for 101 years. The present owners purchased the house and the fifty remaining 
acres of the original 110-acre tract historically associated with the house from the 
heirs in 1973 and effected an exemplary restoration of the house and the two remaining 
outbuildings.


